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Turkey Day’s Comin’ Fast!
Last month’s meeting
was low-key, going into
‘hibernation
phase’ (winter!) of our
hobby, punctuated by
several ‘end of year’ car
shows.
This month, Rich
Wilson takes a peek at
the Round
2
‘64
“Lawman” Plymouth,
and yet another (final?!)
set of scale model
‘babes’ from Master Box

Ltd. We also get reviews
from not one, but TWO
new
sources—Rex
Turner, who looks over
the Round 2 Retro
Deluxe ‘73 Mustang,
and a ‘Retro Review’ of
the
Danbury
Mint
“Little Deuce Coupe”
from Brian Schindler!
Thanks, Guys!!
The Pontiac Parade
was back with my new
project, and a few Goats.

More ‘GMC’ and
VW news inside.
The raffle raised
$80.00 (!), while the
door kicked in $81.25
(!!) Thanks, guys!
Thanks to the raffle
donors: Brad, Matt G,
Ron Hamilton, Bradley’s Car Collectibles,
Replicas & Miniatures
Co. of MD and Scale
Auto Details. Thanks
guys—we ‘preciate it! 

MORE Rich’s Girls?! 12
POP

13
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2016 Meeting Schedule
Meetings are scheduled for
the third Saturday of the month
from 11 am to 2 pm (unless
noted otherwise). Do NOT assume meeting dates—confirm
them with a club officer!
January 16th
February 20th
March 19th
April 23rd
May NONE (!)
E!
June 18th
NOT
July 16th
August 20th
September 17th
October 15th
November 19th
December 17th (10 - 3!)
Inclement weather phone
number: (301) 474-0646. 

Condolences
In addition to the
well-known
celebrity
Brock Yates, we also lost
a MAMA's Boy last
month—our own Bob
Foster.
Stephen J. Tansy, 75
of Tipton died on August
30, 2016 in Indianapolis.
He was born in Elwood
on August 27, 1941 to
Orval “Pat” & Leona M.
(Thornton) Tansy. He
married Judith A. Henry
on December 31, 1960
and she survives.
Steve had worked at

Perfect Circle
and then was
a
selfemployed producer of
auto shows and a producer of custom cars. He
enjoyed restoring antique
and classic cars. He was
a member of the International Show Car Association (ISCA), NHRA and
St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church.
He competed in the
NHRA funny car division from 1971-75. He
was the 1975 “Show Car
Producer of the Year” for
the ISCA and HOT ROD
magazine presented him

with the “Top Ten”
street rod award for his
state of the art 1915 Center Door ‘T’ in 1979. He
received three Lifetime
Achievement
awards
from Championship Auto
Shows, Chattanooga Auto Shows and CCR
(Classic Car Revival).
Survivors besides his
wife Judy include one
son, Scott and wife
Cathy, one daughter, Diana Heard and husband
Jeff, all of Tipton; a sister, and her husband;
three grandchildren, Jacob Heard and wife Tay(Continued on page 14)
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Round 2 “Lawman” S/S Belvedere
When I first saw the name of
Al Eckstrand on the box I didn’t
recognize it. But after an internet
search, I remembered a show from
a few years ago about his effort to
entertain our troops in South Vietnam with a ‘70 Boss 429 Mustang that was blue and white. He
worked as a lawyer for the Chrysler corp., hence the name he raced
under. He died in 2008.
Apparently, Round 2 has chosen to re-badge the newer Lindberg tools as AMT kits and leave
the older tools under their original
name. This kit has been released
several times in the past as a Petty
car and as a Paul Goldsmith car,
as well as factory stock versions.
In this release there are 149 pieces
total, with 40 of those being new
for this version.
Engine: It’s basically the
same as before, but with a new
cross ram intake, carbs, and velocity stacks. There’s a new set of
headers that are very nice. For
those thinking of a factory stock
version, you’ll need to raid your
parts box for iron exhaust manifolds and intake, but the air cleaner is still on the chrome tree.
There are max wedge decals included.
Chassis: It’s mostly the same
also except for four blocks to
boost the rear springs as well as
longer shocks. There’s also a pair
of blocks to go between the axle
and the perch to lower the rear
suspension. The front suspension
gets new spindles that either raise
or lower the front end depending

on which way
you install them.
Of course there’s
no stock exhaust
system in this
kit.
Tires/
wheels: For tires
there’s only the
drag set; the
fronts being “Pro
-trac competition
fronts”
and
“Goodyear”
slicks. Both are nice and what
you’d expect on a super stocker of
this vintage. There’s a set of steelies and dog dishes, but the dog
dishes seem a little too big. The
stock wheelcovers are still in the
kit. There is also a set of American mags you’ll want to use more
than the others.
Interior: These ‘64 Belvedere
kits have one of the most innovative interiors I’ve seen in that the
sides are reversible. It
builds mostly stock except for the gauge set
which does still come
with decal faces, tachometer, shifter, but oddly no
roll bar which I would
think the sanctioning
body would require.
Body/glass: Nothing
has changed here either
except for the new hood
scoops. Yes—two of
them. If you’re not deep
into Mopars as most of
us, you’ll need to check
your reference pics or the

box art to choose the right one.
The other is for hemi cars. But the
scoops are made way too long and
will need to be replaced.
Decals: It should be enough to
mention that they are made by
“Cartograf” (!), but you’ll have
to paint the red graphics yourself.
Checkout the bottom of the
box to see Bill Coulters’ beautiful
build up.
by: Rich Wilson 

It should be noted here that with ongoing constraints on my time due to work and personal issues, I am unable to devote sufficient time as in the past to fine tune our monthly
newsletters. Consequently, whatever appears herein is fully provided by the noted reviewer without undue attention from the editor (beyond simple formatting). This is, as I have
said MANY times YOUR newsletter—I am simply the messenger. We all do what we are able to do in support of it. Thank you for your submission!
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Round 2 ‘73 Mustang
This is a Retro Deluxe Edition
MPC ‘73 Mustang with vintage
packaging and a mini display
box. The box says it can be built
as a stock Mach 1, street machine,
or Grand Am racer. Let’s get to it.
Body: The body has a fair
amount of flash. The vents in the
hood are incorrect. They need to
be filled. There is no Mustang
script on the fenders which were
standard on all ‘73 Mustangs including the Mach 1. It has the correct Mach 1 style grille and 5 mph
front bumper. The rear bumper
and rear panel are chrome with a
molded in honeycomb design. Despite the box art claiming there is
a front spoiler included, there was
none in the kit and it is not listed
in the instructions. A rear spoiler
and mounts are included as are
non-factory rear window louvers.
The separate headlights are
chrome and separate side mirrors
are included that should be painted body color. A pro-stock style
hood scoop and rear window
straps are included for the nonstock versions. Taillights are
molded in clear red. I recommend
drilling out the NACA hood
scoops as on the real car.
Chassis: The chassis also has
significant flash and is basically
the same as the MPC ‘69 Mustang. This is also the case with the
exhaust system which is not accurate either. Instead of Thrush type
resonators, all ‘71-‘73 Mustangs
had either single or dual exhaust
with one or two oval mufflers.
Dual exhaust tips were a factory

option but not
included in this
kit. The rear
end, leaf springs
and driveshaft
are all one piece
and are very toylike. There are
separate horns
and a battery but
no shock towers
or support braces. The engine
compartment is typical of the era,
very unrealistic with a firewall
with a molded in brake booster. A
metal axle is provided for the rear.
Missing Link resin sells a much
better engine compartment that
could be transplanted into the
chassis.
Interior: The tub is pretty
basic with two piece seats, seat
belts, four-speed shifter, dash and
rim-blow type steering wheel. The
door panels are completely flat
whereas the real car’s deluxe door
panels are similar to those in a
‘70. The console is molded to the
interior and includes the clock and
extra storage compartment. Only
gas and brake pedals are molded
to the floor. As in the Warren
Tope Trans Am racer, a full roll
cage, dash, oil cooler, transmission tunnel, racing seat and rear
section panel are included.
Engines: A Boss 429 is the
first engine choice. While that
might be good for a drag racer or
street machine, this engine was
only available in 1969-‘70 so it
does not really belong in this kit.
The other engine is a 351 Windsor

that traces its roots back to the ‘66
coupe. This engine is also incorrect for this car unless one wants
to build a 302 powered sportsroof
or Mach 1. Unfortunately, there
was never a 1/25 scale Mustang
kit made with a correct 351 Cleveland engine, so one will have to be
sourced from the resin aftermarket. For some strange reason, the
428 shaker scoop from the ‘69
Mustang is included which makes
no sense. A ram-air system air
cleaner can be poached from the
Monogram Boss 429 kit if one
wanted to try to replicate a 351 CJ
with the ram air option. The ramair plenum under the hood would
have to be scratch built. Other silly parts included are velocity
stacks and a high rise manifold for
the Boss 429 with two Holley
carbs. For the Trans Am version
there are exhaust pipes that exit
behind the front wheels.
Tires/Wheels: White-lettered
Goodyear Polyglas L60-15 tires
are the only ones in the kit. The
‘73 Mustang came with either 14
inch 70 or 78 series tires or F6015’s usually with the Magnum
(Continued on page 10)

It should be noted here that with ongoing constraints on my time due to work and personal issues, I am unable to devote sufficient time as in the past to fine tune our monthly
newsletters. Consequently, whatever appears herein is fully provided by the noted reviewer without undue attention from the editor (beyond simple formatting). This is, as I
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‘Gov-a-mint Motors!’
‘GMC’ is recalling 40 201617 full-size Chevy Express and
GMC Savana vans over federal
requirements caused by vehicles’
mirrors.
The affected vehicles were
manufactured without an inside
rearview mirror and with a righthand convex exterior review mirror. These vehicles are required to
have either an inside rearview
mirror or both left and right-hand
flat exterior rearview mirrors.
Thus, these vehicles fail to comply with the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) number 111,
“Rearview Mirrors.”
If the driver does not have a
clear unobstructed view to the
back of the vehicle, it can increase
the risk of a crash.
‘GMC’ will notify owners,
and dealers will install a righthand flat rearview mirror, free of
charge.
Customers looking to find out
if their vehicle is included in this
round of recalls (odds are it IS!)
should visit recalls.gm.com.
‘GMC’ has moved to substantially decrease the amount of Cadillac sales outlets by offering 400
of its smallest US dealers a buyout. The measure, led by Cadillac

president Johan de Nysschen, is the result of the
prestige-luxury brand’s
ongoing transformation to
overhaul its image to
more effectively compete
with rivals in the prestigeluxury segment.
According to a Wall
Street Journal report, the
buyout offer extends as much as
$180,000 in “transition assistance.” It is tendered to dealers
that are not willing to invest in
Project Pinnacle—new brand
standards recently rolled out by
the brand.
Cadillac currently has 925
dealers in the US. The 400 dealers
being offered the buyout represent
43 percent of the network and
usually sell less than 50 new vehicles a year. Many of these dealers
have Cadillac stores in conjunction with other ‘GMC’ brands,
such as GMC, Buick or Chevy.
If all dealers who have been
extended the offer accept, it will
cost ‘GMC’ and Cadillac roughly
$75 million, at which point there
will be 525 Cadillac dealers nationwide.
A Cadillac spokesperson stated that dealers have been working
with ‘GMC’ and Cadillac man-

agement for several months on
Project Pinnacle—a dealer/retaillevel overhaul of Cadillac operations and strategy. It was suggested by Cadillac as well as by dealers participating in the creation of
Project Pinnacle that dealers not
wanting to participate to invest in
updating their stores be extended
the buyout offer.
The buyouts are optional and
are available until November 21st.
Dealers were informed of the offers on Friday, September 23rd.
Previously, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety broke
the news that many passenger
cars’ headlamps weren’t all that
great. Now, it’s back to tell us the
same thing about pickup trucks.
The IIHS recently conducted
its latest headlight tests and, no
surprise, many trucks outright
flunked it. According to Motor
Trend, out of 11 pickups (and 23
(Continued on page 5)
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‘Gov’t’ (cont’d)
(Continued from page 4)

possible headlamp configurations)
only the Honda Ridgeline managed a “Good” rating. The rest fell
into the “Acceptable”, “Marginal”
and “Poor” categories. Most fell
into the latter.
Specifically, the Chevy Colorado was singled out for downright terrible performance. The
Colorado’s halogen headlamps
illuminated just 124 feet in front
of the truck. The Ridgeline, in
comparison, illuminates 358 feet
ahead.
Cousin GMC wasn’t left out
of it either. The GMC Sierra 1500
with LEDs and automatic highbeam
assist
scored
an
“Acceptable” rating, but leaving
out the LEDs, and swapping them
for HIDs, led to a “Poor” rating
for the full-size truck.
The Chevy Silverado didn’t
quite match the Sierra’s ratings,
also receiving a “Poor” grading.
Ditto for the GMC Canyon.
The US has long been overdue
for new automotive lighting standards, which lag behind innovative
applications found in European
vehicles. As the IIHS continues to
tell the tale of poor lighting appli-
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cations, maybe
it will change
sooner rather
than later.
I
guess
‘GMC’ (among
others?!) needs
to shed some
more light on
the subject, eh?!
Finally, as
discussed at last
month’s meeting, the organizers of the Carlisle swap meets
have announced
a change. In an
attempt to ‘be
more inclusive
(?!)’ they have ‘sold out.’ For
the forseeable future, the GM
Nationals have been bought
and paid for by Chevy! Yup,
for ‘17, the Chevrolet Nationals is hoping to increase not
only the participants, but the
swap meet vendors as well.
The event is still open to ALL GM
vehicles, despite the narrowminded focus of the event name.
Here’s hoping that they do a
whole lotta PR to get that info out
to the masses, because anyone
who is unfamiliar with this event
would not assume that it was open
to all GM vehicles! For what
its’ worth, buzz
on the Carlisle
Events
Facebook page was
VERY
brisk,
and mostly negative on this
‘money grab.’ I
have to tell ya
that
MANY

Pontiac folks that I have been in
touch with will be boycotting this
event in favor of an event sponsored by Ames (ironically also
held in PA) which recognizes this
storied brand much more so than
the Chevrolet Nationals would. If
the Camaro club does not return
en masse to this event (the rumored reason for this change), it
appears as though Carlisle Events
has shot themselves in the foot!

‘GMC’ Recall Ticker
# of Recalls
135 (!)
# of Vehicles Affected
35,934,495
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This ‘n That
Auction Insanity! The AMC Pacer from the hit ‘92 film “Wayne’s
World” sold at the BarrettJackson auction in Las Vegas for
an Earth-shattering $37,400—
well, Earth-shattering for an AMC
Pacer. The high price probably
has to do with the car’s recent restoration and the spike in nostalgia
for the 90s. As mentioned before
the car went to auction, the restoration wouldn’t be up to snuff for
something like John Milner’s ‘32
Ford from “American Graffiti,”
but it’s apparently close enough to
demand a healthy selling price.
The most obvious flaw with the
resto is easily fixable—the CD
player jammed into the dash
should be replaced with a tape
deck. Then, for ultimate “Wayne’s
World” street cred, you’ll need to
spring for a cassette adapter to
plug into the portable CD player
that you’ll rest on the dash. There
are also minor problems that call
into question the car’s authenticity, like the placement of the
flames, but the camera mounts on
the rocker panels apparently laid
that to rest for the buyer. Regardless of the car’s flaws, we just
hope the new owner enjoys it. As
tough as it might be to drive

MAMA Sez!

around in the
world’s
most
expensive Pacer,
this is a car that
will make a lot
of folks happy.
Meanwhile,
George Barris
remains the first
name in Hollywood car customizers, having created everything from the Batmobile to KITT
from “Knight Rider.” His custom
work for TV shows led to special
projects for celebrities for their
own personal use, including a
Pontiac station wagon for John
Wayne. But when it comes to
Fords, his best known work is the
duo of ‘66 Mustangs created for
Sonny and Cher as gifts. The two
289-cid Mustangs optioned with
three-speed automatics were originally plucked from the assembly
line and sent straight to Barris’
shop. The “King of Kustomizers”
created new front fascias for the
cars, also swapping in Ford Thunderbird taillights and reworking
the interiors with appropriately
60s colors and materials. The
changes to the exterior are more
extensive—few people notice the
shaved door handles—as the wild
colors dominate the designs. Barris painted Sonny’s car in Murano

Gold pearl, while Cher’s new ride
received a hot-pink pearl paint
job. Had Xzibit been around in the
60s, we’re sure he and the guys
from West Coast Customs would
have approved. The two just sold
at Barrett-Jackson’s Las Vegas
auction, with Sonny’s Mustang
fetching $71,500, while Cher’s
brought an even $55,000. The two
cars have been to high-profile auctions before and were offered with
extensive memorabilia, both coming from the Tammy Allen collection. The two were sold as a pair,
so they won’t be parting company
anytime soon, and we have a feeling that we’ll see them at auction
again sometime in the next 10
years.…Pontiac—Back From the
Grave?! 2009 was a dark year for
the American auto industry as a
whole. No, it was a dark year for
the entire global economy, in fact.
Automotive giants became weak
(Continued on page 7)
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‘T ’n T (cont’d)
(Continued from page 6)

in the knees, bankruptcies were
filed and restructuring came
quickly. One casualty still
mourned today is Pontiac. Oh,
Pontiac. We’ve previously discussed why ‘GMC’ is at a loss
without the brand, but we took a
trip back in time while we attended the ‘17 Buick LaCrosse drive
event. We had the opportunity to
speak with Brian Shipman, now a
Buick Marketing Product Manager. He’s the link between the engineers, and the marketing guys,
kind of an important link, no
doubt. But, he was once with the
red arrowhead, and we discussed
what could have been with the
brand. According to Shipman,
there was a major, no, massive
push for Pontiac to return to its
glory days of being performanceforward. As one of our own described it, it was on its way to becoming an American Alfa Romeo.
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Foremost, just
as the axe fell
on Pontiac, an
updated G8 sedan was to be
revealed.
Facelifted exterior
styling
along with an all
-new
interior
design was slated to break up the
mundane black and gray color
(less) scheme in the cabin. Adding
to the sedan was to be the Pontiac
G8 ST, also known as the Holden
VE Commodore ute. We knew
about the promise of a two-door
sport truck coming to the US once
again, but the Commodore sport
wagon was to arrive shortly after,
too. Sound cool? A reborn GTO
was slated to arrive as a coupe
variant of Holden VE Commodore
as well. We can point to the Holden Coupe 60 concept as what
could have been. But, that’s not
all. Besides a full lineup of badass
Aussie muscle turned Pontiac, an
all-new Pontiac G6 was slated to
arrive with Alpha
platform
underpinnings.
A mid-size, rear
-wheel
drive

Pontiac sedan was so close. So
close, guys. And just as the brand
was cut off from the automotive
world as we know it, the fifth-gen
Camaro was launched. Who
knows, maybe our reborn Firebird could have had some merit,
too. After years, or maybe even
decades of playing badge engineering, Pontiac was painfully
near a renaissance. Though, with
Australian production of the Commodore ending, the G8 backbone
could have been whacked all too
quickly either way. Oh, what
could have been. Yet another
thing I can thank our “Fearless
(?!) leader” Obama for! (Thanks
to autoweek.com, and other
Internet sources for this insanity!
Ya just can’t make some of it up!!
Thanks also to those of you in the
Peanut Gallery who have helped
me entertain y’all by sending
stuff—I ‘preciate it!) 
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“The Fastest Set of Wheels in Town”
When Henry Ford took a bold
move in the midst of the great depression, nobody knew just how
much this bold step would impact
the American culture. But Ford
was a visionary and in a time
when most companies slowed production, Ford kept churning out
newer and newer vehicles hell
bent on crushing his competition.
Two of the models that Ford
produced in 1932 would leave a
legacy in American automotive
history making dreams come true
for many. The 1932 Ford Roadster and its hard topped coupe
brother.
Immortalized in movies, music, books and magazines…the
‘32 Ford took on a whole new persona that inspired dreams for
many young Americans. Dubbed
“The Deuce” for the roadster and
“Deuce Coupe” for the hardtop, a
whole new genre formed combining performance and style that
sped its way into the automotive
world. With only a limited number of originals, many companies
have recently taken to cloning
their own to sell as a kit car.
One man, Clarence “Chili”
Catallo, would soon turn his lifelong dream into an obsession. It
was an initial investment of $75 at
the tender age of 15 that would
bring together the world of Hot
Rods, Show Cars and Surfing
Rock and Roll (ala The Beach
Boys) and roll it all into one.
Nearly 40 years after Chili first
bought the car and less than 2
years after his death, Kurt Catallo,
Chili’s son, completed the full-on

restoration of his fathers’ obsession, the “Lil Deuce Coupe”.
With a perfect pearl blue paint
highlighted with artistic white
striping, The Danbury Mint has
recreated the “Lil Deuce Coupe”
getting every nuance correct in
1/24th scale. With so many key
styling points on the original, it’s
no wonder that Danbury took
nearly threeYEARS to create this
iconic treasure.
The body meets with exacting
specifications
from
the
“Alexander Brothers crafted”
nose piece complete with the vertically set quad headlamps to the
chopped and channeled body.
Danbury’s hinges are a tad larger
in scale than the originals, but the
position is mimicked with perfection allowing the doors to open
and close smoothly. Down low on
the rocker panels you’ll find the
triple winged frame rails the Alexander Brothers fabricated. Made
from real metal, these wings give
the car a functional custom design
that actually strengthened the
chassis. While Mike Love sang
about having a pair of wings, it
truly was coincidental that both
the song and the car ended up having them.
The black vinyl insert that
graced the center of the roof on

early Fords was replaced with
white Naugahyde. The Alexander
Brothers took this feature to the
next dimension matching the roof
insert to the seats and door panels
as a tucked and pleated panel.
Danbury replicated this using soft
touch material of the same feel as
many of the interiors of their newest releases. The windshield retains the same design as the original ‘32 Ford where the bottom
tilts out and up for additional ventilation. Out back are the twin
signature antennas from the Alexander brothers that doubled as
electronic door switches.
Opening the rumble seat access reveals the battery and aluminum moon tank on the carpeted
trunk. Out back is the rolled rear
pan with the quad exhaust dumps
under the rear custom taillights.
The suspension is some of the
nicest scale work I have seen in a
very long time. With billet aluminum in mind, Danbury surpassed
their own expectations when they
recreated the front suspension using fantastic detail right down to
the brake lines leading up to the
drum brakes.
The 3-pipe exhaust headers
immediately let you know that the
(Continued on page 9)
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Set (cont’d)
(Continued from page 8)

engine is an Oldsmobile V8.
Originally the intake system was
strictly carbureted; this was later
enhanced to its current demeanor
using a GMC 671 blower underneath 3 Stromberg 97 carbs. Danbury pulled out all the stops in detailing this engine with complete
and accurate plumbing and all
linkage. The chrome plating on
the Olds block is so well done that
it will pick up every reflection
thrown at it. One interesting note
is the use of clear plug wires that
lead to the detailed hex topped
spark plugs on the Danbury model. Hot Rodders of the time used
clear plug wires for the visual effects of the electrical pulses coursing to the sparkplugs. On the
chrome plated firewall, Danbury
also included the signature build
plate with readable letters (albeit
small letters) that signifies that the
Alexander Brothers had indeed
blessed this outstanding vehicle
with their craftsmanship.
While the exhaust system appears to be a straight exhaust
header pipe, a slight of hand was
used that routed the exhaust down
under the car and exited the rear
of the vehicle. This was a common trick of Hot Rodders where
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noise was factor that immediately
caught the attention of the “Boys
in Blue”.
Wheels are simple chrome reverse mounted on white wall tires.
In typical Hot Rod fashion there is
an inside whitewall as well as the
outer one. A set of tall drag slicks,
that gave that pronounced rake to
the body, are fitted to the rear.
Inside you will notice is a near
90 degree angle to the seat with
the cushions mounted directly to

would have been proud for what
Kurt has accomplished. Now,
thanks to Danbury Mint, collectors everywhere can feel the same
joy in owning their copy of the
Little Deuce Coupe. Originally
released in 2007 by Danbury Mint
at $140 each, in less than 10 years,
the secondary collectors market
has nearly doubled its original value!
by: Brian Schindler 

the floor. Due to the body being
channeled 6 inches, this was nearly a necessity as the floorboards
literally sat on top of the frame
rails. This gave the car a lower,
meaner look to it especially with
the top being chopped.
Like the roof panel insert,
white Naugahyde graces the interior rolled and pleated using blue
buttons to contrast with the exterior colors and a thick Lincoln
steering wheel per Chili’s own
specifications. The dash panel is
simple with a complete set of
gauges built into the header panel
as well as the dash. The typical
Hot Rod shifter with a chromed
shift knob sits high between the
seats.
While Chili may not have
been around to see his son complete the restoration work on the
car, there is no doubt that he
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VW News!
It’s been over a year since VW
was caught cheating on emissions
tests with its 2.0-liter diesels, and
over four months since the US
DOJ revealed VW’s $14.7 billion
settlement—a settlement that has
just now been granted final approval in late October by the
court.
VW’s settlement, partly devised by the Federal Trade Commission, includes a funding pool
of $10.033 billion dollars to accommodate buybacks for all 2.0liter diesel VWs that cheated US
emissions regulations.
That means owners of 200915
Jettas,
2009-14
Jetta
SportWagens, 2010-15 Audi A3s
and
Golfs,
2015
Golf
SportWagens, 2013-15 Beetles
and 2012-15 Passats can get a
check for their car’s September

‘73 (cont’d)
(Continued from page 3)

500 wheels. An aluminum slotted
wheel was a one year option. This
kit only has Minilite racing wheels
and a set of sport wheel covers
that came on ‘71 Mustangs which
would have probably been paired
with whitewall tires.
Decals: The #15 decals appear
to be a carryover from a Grand
American racing series Mustang.
The decals indicate a 302 ci engine that powered the ‘72 race car.
There are black stripes which also
seem to replicate the ones on the
race car but are not correct for a
factory Mach 1. The only source
for correct ‘73 Mach 1 decals in
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2015 NADA trade-in values adjusted for mileage and options.
VW reported owners should
start getting checks or electronic
fund transfer by mid-November,
when they drop the car off at the
dealership.
That pool also covers owners
who don’t want to participate in
buybacks, but instead want to
have their cars fixed (though
there’s still no CARB and EPAapproved vehicle “modification”
yet, and VW has until late next
year to get that finalized).
Whether they choose to participate in the buyback or the fix, the
settlement offers owners between
$5,100 and $10,000 in cash restitution—money that will be available for those participating in the
buyback.
But for those who want their
cars fixed, the restitution payment
will not be available until the car
is taken for repair, and in the case
black or silver is Keith Marks.
Summary: This kit has not
changed in 43 years and it reflects
all the flaws of the original issue
dating back to ‘71. Things like the
incorrect hood vents should have
been corrected by now but alas,
that would require fixing the
molds. If you plan on building this
kit, you have several choices.
Build a custom or drag racer with
either kit engine, a Trans Am racer with perhaps a Boss 302 and
the correct ‘72 style grille and
chrome front bumper, or with
some parts from the Warren Tope
kit build a ‘73 Trans Am racer
with perhaps a Boss 351 engine.
In any case, this kit reminds me
that expecting perfection from
these old reissues is never going

of 2015 model year TDI’s, VW
says it might take TWO visits, and
that owners will get two-thirds of
their payment on the first visit,
and the remainder on the second.
On top of that, the settlement
also requires VW to set aside $2.7
billion in environmental remediation, and a further $2.0 billion to
“promote Zero Emissions Vehicle
technology.”
Owners have until September
1, 2018, to submit claims, and
they can change their mind to participate in the modification or
buyback all the way up until the
car is taken to the dealer to be repaired or purchased. 
to happen and my modeling skill
will be put to the test to create
some different versions from my
many ‘71-’73 Mustang kits.
by: Rex Turner 
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MAMA Sez!

helps
make
these figures
easier to paint
is that they have so many
separate parts. You can start
by assembling just the basic
figure, legs, chest, arms,
head. Paint the skin, then
add the detail parts. Check
your wife/girlfriends skin;
notice the various and different shades and colors. If you
don’t like the way it came
out, strip the paint and start
again. While most of the figures have had between 12-15
parts, Thunder Spirit has 15
and Marshal Jessie has a
whopping 27.
Marshal Jessie: Like all
the rest of the kits, she is
bald, but that’s a good thing since
it gives the figure more definition
and is easier to paint.
Her chaps are two
pieces, but if you use
a glue with capillary
action it will make the
body work easier. All
the belts and holsters
are separate pieces as
are all the fringe pieces. The rather strange
part(s) is that the
boobs are split vertically right down the
middle, but don’t fear
Tenax or similar will
again come to the rescue. There seems to
be one tiny mistake
with part #27. The
instructions show it as
the fringe for her right
boob, but I think it is
a tiny pigtail for her

“Rich’s Girls, Too”!
[Master
Box
Figures—
Marshal Jessie, and Thunder Spirit]
Well the two figures I mentioned earlier are here. They may
be more fun than all the previous
girls. It makes me wonder what
they may have in mind for the future. If you haven't tried one yet I
recommend you do. They make a
great distraction from your previous difficult car build. Don’t be
reluctant because you think you
don’t have the talent to paint them
well enough. You might try asking someone who does have experience with figures; like someone
who does portraits or such. Like
everything, the more you try the
better you’ll get. One thing that

hair on the right side.
ThunderSpirit: I wish I knew
the names of some of her clothing
like her apron. I did a web search
but couldn’t find anything. Unlike
the others, she has most of her
hair cast on her head with only the
pigtails as separate parts. Most of
her fringe is cast on except for that
on the bottom of her bra. The
parts of her belt are cast to her
hips. The aprons, front and back,
are separate pieces. Which brings
to mind some interesting detailing
you might want to do. Where is
that darn flocking? Her tomahawk
is cast in her hand, but what I believe is a defensive shield is a separate piece. A tall feather for her
bandana finishes her off, but may
prove to be the trickiest part to
paint.
Have fun, I know I will!!
by: Rich Wilson 

It should be noted here that with ongoing constraints on my time due to work and personal issues, I am unable to devote sufficient time as in the past to fine tune our monthly newsletters. Consequently, whatever appears herein is fully provided by the noted reviewer without undue attention from the editor (beyond simple formatting). This is, as
I have said MANY times YOUR newsletter—I am simply the messenger. We all do what we are able to do in support of it. Thank you for your submission!
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Pontiacs on Parade!
Looks like GTOs took center
stage in the display last month in
the reserved parking area.
Ron
Hamilton:
Ron’s
‘Dynamic Duo’ of ‘64 Polar
Lights GTOs may have put in an
appearance at a prior meeting, but
it was merely coincidence that
they showed up this month. They
were ‘on loan’ for photography
purposes for a possible appearance in Poncho Perfection magazine. Thanks, Ron!
Mal Douglas: Mal added a ‘66
GTO slot car to the display.
I brought along my new pro-

ject—“Project
‘67” again. I’ve
been doing a bit
of digging and
parts sourcing,
in
particular
displaying three
wheel choices,
one of which I
need to choose!
I also need to
get busy and
start hackin’ plastic—time is
growing short!
So, c’mon—bring ‘em and
show ‘em! ‘PoP’ (Pontiacs on Pa-

rade!) Sickle signing off for now!
And don’t forget—MAMA may not
need all these Ponchos, but I’m
sure diggin’ ‘em!! 
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Chapter Contact:
Timothy Sickle
15905 Ark Court
Bowie, Maryland 20716
Phone: 301-249-3830
Email: gtoguy@verizon.net

MAMA’s BoyZ do it in scale!

“New” Stuff this month:

 2016 Corvette

Stingray
 Opel GT (1/32nd)
 VW Kafer
(1/32nd)
 Kenworth K-100
(1/25th)

Websites
Philly Area Car Modelers:
http://www.pacms.org/
Central PA Model Car Club:
http://www.freewebs.com/cpmcc/
NNL East:
http://www.nnleast.com/
East Coast Indoor Nationals:
www/eastcoastindoornats.com
Maryland Intl Raceway:
http://www.mirdrag.com/
Old Toyland Shows: http://
www.oldtoylandshows.com/.
Carlisle Events:
http://www.carlisleevents.com
York US30 Musclecar Madness:
www.yorkus30.com 

Club Contact
Info

Classifieds Condo (cont’d)
WANTED: I’m on the hunt for
unbuilt/rebuildable Pontiacs in general (and GTOs, specifically ‘68
MPC hardtops and convertibles,
and ‘71 hardtops in particular!). I
also have an extensive collection to
trade from. In search of 1/8th scale
Monogram ‘79 T/A, 1/25th scale
‘81 Firebird (snap), ‘66 Bonneville
(MPC or Hasegawa), ‘69-‘72
Grand Prixs, ‘70-’81 Formulas and
(Continued from page 1)
T/As, and Monogram Red Baron.
lor, Evan Tansy and Grant Tansy
How about empty Pontiac kit boxand two great-grandchildren.
es? Would also like to buy or borGodspeed, gentlemen. 
row old AMT/MPC/Monogram/
Revell model car catalogs. Contact Tim Sickle at
We’re on the web!
gtoguy@verizon.net,
http://www.mamasboyz.org/
or see me at a meeting.

Directions
From the Baltimore Beltway
(RT 695): Take Exit 7, Route 295
(Baltimore-Washington Parkway)
south towards Washington approx.
18 miles to Route 193 (Greenbelt
Road), and exit. When on the offramp, stay to the right and merge
right onto Southway (see below).
From the Washington Beltway (RT 495/95): Take Exit 22
north, towards Baltimore. Stay in
the right lane and take the first exit
onto Route 193 (Greenbelt Road).
When on the off-ramp, bear to the
right and take Greenbelt road west,
towards College Park. Stay in the
right lane and immediately after
passing over the Parkway, make a
right (at the light) onto Southway
(read on!)

Once on Southway: Go
straight to the second (2nd) STOP
sign. Make a left onto Crescent
road. Go to the STOP sign and
make a right into the parking lot
behind the Greenbelt Library.
Once in parking lot, look to the
right. The large, white building is
the Greenbelt Community Center.
Enter building using the doors near
fenced tot lot. The multi-purpose
room is on the second floor. There
is an elevator to the left of the entrance. 
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